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Since 1997, APEA has been preparing primary care nurse 
practitioners for success in the classroom, on certification exams, 
and in clinical practice. This guide is designed to acquaint you 

with the many resources and tools we have developed.
Learn more at www.apea.com.
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APEA has been preparing NP students for certification and 
practice for more than 23 years. From review courses to study 
questions to reference books, we’ve got the resources you 
need to succeed!

Review Courses
• Live Webinar Review Courses
• Live Onsite Review Courses
• On Demand Review Courses

Study Questions 
• MyQBank 
• Family and Adult-Gero Certification Questions

Predictive Practice Test
• Predictor Exams

Textbook/Clinical Reference Book
• Clinical Guidelines in Primary Care

Prescribing Tools
• Amelie’s Antibiotic Cards
• Pediatric Antibiotic Guide
• Topical Steroid Prescribing Guide

Pediatric Reference 
• Guide to Growth & Development

Flash Cards
• Pharm in a Flash 
• Building Blocks of Growth

The clinical tools and learning resources developed by APEA 
provide evidence-based support for NP practice. Whether 
you are seeking a mobile reference tool, a billing and coding 
resource, or contact hours, APEA has what you need!

Billing & Coding Resources
• Guide to Billing & Coding pocket reference
• Guide to Reimbursement video series

Contact Hours
• On Demand Lectures
• CE Library
• CareOnPoint 
• Live Webinars

Evidence-Based Guidelines
• Clinical Guidelines in Primary Care
• CareOnPoint

Mobile Reference Tool
• CareOnPoint

Pediatric Resources
• Guide to Growth & Development
• Pediatric Antibiotic Guide

Prescribing Tools
• Amelie’s Antibiotic Cards
• Topical Steroid Prescribing Guide
• Pediatric Antibiotic Guide

Recommendations for Students Recommendations for Practice
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We Guarantee Your Success!
The APEA Live Review Course, delivered via live webinar or 
on site, is so effective that more than 99% of students who 
attend one pass the certification exam on their first try. We 
are so confident in our teaching methods that if you are not 
successful on your first attempt, we will give you a repeat live 
review course, or access to an online review course, for FREE. 

Since the first APEA review course in 1997, students have been 
raving about its effectiveness. Check out our five-star ratings 
on the testimonial page at www.apea.com.

Our Guarantee Is Unmatched!
Two Simple Steps

1. In the rare event that you are unsuccessful, let us know.
2. Register for a FREE review course within 12 months.

Live Review Courses
The most engaging and informative live review courses are 
delivered by APEA via live webinar or on site!

Never wonder about who will present the material: Every APEA 
course is presented by Amelie Hollier, DNP, FNP-BC, FAANP, 
and Mimi Secor, DNP, FNP-BC, FAANP, FAAN.

• Greater than 99% pass rate
• Consistent five-star ratings
• Detailed Course Manual
• Exclusive discounts on APEA products
• 200 practice questions on review course content
• Multiple FNP and AGNP Live Webinar Courses per year, 
 plus Live Onsite Courses in select cities

Review Course Schedule:
www.apea.com/attend-a-course

Our Guarantee Live Review Courses
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Can’t Make it to a Live Review Course?
On Demand Options Available 24/7!

APEA On Demand Review Courses put you in control. Select 
the delivery method that works best for you: video, audio or 
MP3 player. Customize your learning by accessing the content 
at your convenience. 

On Demand Review Courses provide 100% of the content 
and supplemental materials received at a Live Review Course. 
You get all the key ingredients for success—on your personal 
schedule!

You Choose!
• MP3 Player
• Audio 
• Video 

Need Contact Hours? 
Find Them in the APEA CE Library 

Earn contact hours conveniently and cost effectively. Everything 
you need is housed in the APEA CE Library. Whether you prefer 
learning from written material, video presentations, or online 
resources, we have what you need!

Contact Hour Choices
• Clinical Briefs: Concise articles on the most commonly 
 encountered primary care diagnoses
• Videos/Audio: Lecture topics include X-ray 
 interpretation, laboratory analysis, prescribing strategies, 
 pain management, and much more!
• CareOnPoint: Continually updated peer-reviewed content 
 presented in a mobile platform 

Find the APEA CE Library at www.apea.com/contacthours

On Demand Review Courses CE Library
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The Ultimate Reference Book
for Primary Care

From the classroom to clinical rotations and into practice, 
Clinical Guidelines in Primary Care is the resource nurse 
practitioners reach for again and again. 

• Concise presentation of more than 300 diagnoses
• Bulleted format for quick reference
• Reflects the order of the patient workup
• Detailed prescribing information
• Also available as a mobile reference: CareOnPoint

Put the Power in Your Hands!
CareOnPoint puts evidence-based primary care guidance at 
your fingertips! 

Whether you’re in the exam room with a patient or charting 
at your desk, CareOnPoint serves up the details you need to 
perform an appropriate assessment, order diagnostic tests, 
and prescribe the most appropriate therapy. And, you earn 
contact hours as you use it!

• Mobile reference tool available anywhere you have an 
 internet connection
• Continually updated with the newest evidence-based 
 guidelines
• Contains anatomical illustrations and images
• Earn contact hours
• Access established by annual subscription

Clinical Guidelines in Primary Care CareOnPoint
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The Key to Preparation?
Practice, Practice, Practice

MyQBank provides thousands of online study questions 
designed to prepare you for exam day!

Our multiple subscription options allow you to customize 
the online study approach that is right for you. With any 
subscription plan, you receive:

• Unlimited access to questions during your subscription 
 period
• Ability to randomize questions or select by subject
• Detailed rationales that build your knowledge base 
• Ability to view and answer questions in exam or tutor 
 modes
• Data reports that allow you to track your progress and 
 fine-tune your studying

Select From Four Banks:  Assessment, Pathophysiology, 
Prescribing, or Management. Combine banks for a customized 
approach!

Practice Questions Delivered in Print!
For students who prefer to work with study questions in book 
form, APEA publishes Family and Adult-Gero Certification 
Questions. Each book contains:

• More than 1,200 multiple choice, competency-based 
 questions focused on the assessment and management of 
 patients
• Questions reflecting the testing domains on the AANP 
 and ANCC exams for FNP and AGNP candidates
• Answers with detailed rationales that build your 
 knowledge base and understanding
• Chapters organized according to body system
• Three 150-question practice exams for FNP candidates
• Three 150-question practice exams for AGNP candidates
• Bonus question sets on pediatrics and geriatrics

Question Banks Question Book
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Are You Ready?
Take an APEA Predictor Exam and Find Out!

APEA has developed predictive tests to assess exam readiness 
for FNP and AGNP certification. APEA Predictor Exams have 
been studied and proven reliable and valid for predicting 
success on the AANP and ANCC exams. A score of 70% or 
higher predicts that you are highly likely to be successful on 
your first attempt at certification.

Every predictor exam is unique. Each one is randomly 
generated from a robust database of more than 1,000 
possible questions.

Your results report details your performance in the knowledge 
areas and testing domains tested on the AANP and ANCC 
exams. Use these results to customize and focus your final 
study plan!

Family Practice Includes Children …
Do You Feel Comfortable With Your Pediatric Knowledge?

APEA publishes three resources focused on the care of 
children in primary care settings:

Building Blocks Flash Cards
Color-coded flash cards focused on child growth and 
development

Building Blocks Guide to Growth & Development 
Spiral-bound cardstock reference for the exam room 
that is focused on milestones, vital signs, reflexes, and 
developmental theories  

Pediatric Antibiotic Guide
Pocket-sized, spiral-bound card set to guide the prescribing of 
antimicrobials for infants and children

Predictor Exams & Online Testing Pediatric Resources
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Billing & Coding Is Your Responsibility!
Accurate reimbursement for the healthcare services you 
provide is a shared responsibility. You may not complete and 
send the billing forms, but you do determine the complexity of 
the visit and which evaluation and management codes should 
be applied. The foundation for billing is laid by you.

APEA offers two essential resources to bolster the knowledge 
and skills necessary to lay this foundation.

• Guide to Billing & Coding in the Outpatient Setting  
 is a spiral- bound reference for the exam room and office. 
 It’s portable and packed with the key points you need to 
 complete your documentation.

• NP Guide to Coding & Reimbursement is a three-part 
 video series providing detailed information (and 3.5 
 contact hours!) about how to document and code 
 correctly. Note: Purchase of video access includes the 
 Guide to Billing & Coding cards.

Pocket Prescribing Tools
Get on-the-go guidance with spiral-bound pocket prescribing 
tools from APEA!

View key prescribing principles and dosing information quickly 
— no technology needed!

Amelie’s Antibiotic Cards
Get essential facts on classes, pathogens and medication 
choices

Pediatric Antibiotic Gide
Never calculate a dose again! Displays the correct dose and 
concentration by weight 

Topical Steroid Prescribing Guide
Provides a diagram of dosing areas, a dosage chart, and a list 
of topical steroids by potency, available quantity and vehicle

Billing & Coding Resources Pocket Prescribing Tools
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Pharmacology Resources
Build confidence in your prescribing with pharmacology 
resources from APEA!

Pharm in a Flash
Flash cards to build knowledge with repetition

MyQBank Prescribing
Online access to thousands of prescribing questions

Video or Audio Lectures
Multiple pharmacology topics viewable in the APEA CE Library

PharmBytes
Lectures viewable on the APEA YouTube channel: Always FREE

Amelie’s Antibiotic Cards
Key concepts in a concise presentation

Pediatric Antibiotic Guide
Dose and concentration by weight

Topical Steroid Prescribing Guide
Potency, quantity and vehicle information

Faculty Resources
APEA has developed exams, learning resources, 
and remediation tools to help nurse practitioner 

faculty prepare students for success. 

Check out our faculty page at www.apea.com to 
find resources for your program and curriculum.

Personalized Attention
University and Faculty Consultant Betty Vicknair, 

APRN, MSN, PNP, is available for personal 
consultation and guidance.

Email her at betty@apea.com. 

Pharmacology Resources Faculty Resources
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